H.B. Higgins Scholarship 2020
Form Preview

Eligibility
* indicates a required field

To be eligible for this scholarship you must *
☐ be an honours, graduate coursework or graduate research student currently undertaking studies in poetry at the University of Melbourne
If you did not check the box above, then you are not eligible for this scholarship

Applicant Details
* indicates a required field

Applicant Name *
Title
First Name
Last Name

Primary Address
Address

Any, but at least one field is required.

Primary Phone Number *
Must be an Australian phone number.

Student Email Address *
Must be an email address.

Personal Email Address *
Must be an email address.

Student Details
* indicates a required field

Student ID Number *
Must be a number.

**Full Course Name** *

**Faculty** *

Proposed Travel Details (If Applicable)

**Travel destination**

**Intended length of stay**

**Date of departure (if known)**

Must be a date.

**Date of return (if known)**

Must be a date.

Scholarship Proposal

* indicates a required field

**Project Title** *

**Area of Study** *

**Name of the institution or organisation you will be based at** *

**Date project/study will commence** *

Must be a date.
**Date project/study will finish** *

Must be a date.

Provide a proposal indicating what research you intend to undertake and how receiving the scholarship would positively impact your studies in poetry. *

Must be no more than 500 words.

Are you applying for other University of Melbourne scholarships to support this project? *

○ Yes

○ No

If yes please list the scholarships

Supporting Documents

* indicates a required field

Current University of Melbourne Academic transcript or Statement of Results *

Attach a file:

A statement of results can be downloaded from the student portal free of charge

Other academic transcripts

Attach a file:

Any other information to support your application that may assist the committee in making its decision.

Attach a file:

Academic References

Ensure you approach your referees early to give them time to write a quality reference.
Name of first academic reference *
Title
First Name
Last Name

Position *

Relationship *

Email *
Must be an email address.

Attach your first academic reference *
Attach a file:

Name of second academic reference *
Title
First Name
Last Name

Position *

Relationship *

Email *
Must be an email address.

Attach your second academic reference *
Attach a file:

Terms and Conditions
* indicates a required field

Click here to read the Faculty of Arts Scholarship Terms and Conditions.
Click here to review The H.B. Higgins Scholarship for the Study of Poetry webpage.
The information on this form is being collected by the Faculty of Arts at The University of Melbourne to enable the Faculty to assess applications for, and award scholarships and prizes. If you do not provide all of the personal information requested on this form, it may not be possible to consider your eligibility for scholarships or prizes. The information you provide will be retained confidentially for reporting purposes to ensure the continuous improvement of scholarship activity. The information will be used by authorised staff for the purpose for which it was collected, and will be protected against unauthorised access and use. Your information will not be disclosed to any third parties, unless required by law.

You may access any personal information you have provided on this form by contacting artsprizes-info@unimelb.edu.au.

The University of Melbourne is committed to protecting personal information provided by you in accordance with the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) and the University’s Privacy Policy. For further information about how the University deals with personal information, please refer to the University’s Privacy Policy or contact the University’s Privacy Officer at privacy-officer@unimelb.edu.au. You may access any personal information you have provided to the University by contacting 13 63 52.

**Terms and Conditions** *
○ I have read, understood and accept the scholarship application terms and conditions

**Eligibility and form completion** *
○ I have checked the eligibility requirements and have completed all relevant sections of this form

**Name** *
First Name
Last Name

**Date** *

Must be a date.

**Statistical Information**

* indicates a required field

**Where did you hear about this scholarship?** *

☐ My lecturer/tutor
☐ The Faculty of Arts Scholarships webpage
☐ Admissions officer/professional staff
☐ Poster
☐ Google search
☐ Student Portal
☐ Social Media
☐ Word of mouth
☐ Newsletter
☐ Digital Screen - Arts West
☐ Other:
☐ The University of Melbourne Scholarship webpage

**Have you received a University of Melbourne scholarship this academic year?** *
○ Yes
○ No
Identity

The following questions help the Faculty of Arts assess whether we are reaching and supporting a diverse range of applicants:

Do you identify as being Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander? *
○ Yes
○ No
○ Prefer not to say

Do you identify as being Culturally or Linguistically Diverse? *
○ Yes
○ No
CALD refers to non-English speaking backgrounds and/or belonging to cultural groups other than Anglo-Saxon or Indigenous Australians.

Gender (please write your gender or alternatively write 'prefer not to say') *

Application Feedback

Do you have any comments regarding the online application process which may be used to improve future rounds?

Are there any other study areas or scholarship types that you would you like to see supported by the Faculty of Arts?